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As comic books slowly increase in stature and
popularity in the world, an audience grown more
culturally sensitive than that of generations past
expects stories that reflect the times they live in,
the environment around them, and the people
they interact with.

UVC: The Urban Voice in Comics (UVC) stands
ready to fill that need. Created by Ron King,
UVC is a new bi-monthly print magazine
devoted to covering African American comics
and creators, providing news, commentary and
insight on comics of quality that speak to the
urban community at large. In addition to keeping
up with the latest happenings within the pages of
the popular corporate superhero comics, UVC
also tracks talented creators on the rise working
in a wide variety of genres, in the realms of
science-fiction/fantasy television, film, novels,
and animation.

With experienced writers in the realms of comics
and comics journalism combined with newer
voices in the field and a strong support staff,
UVC approaches each issue with a combination
of passion, humor, and skill, all towards the
purposes of shattering the preconceptions about
comics in general, and expanding the audience
for different comics.



We've been called "Vibe meets Wizard".
However we get described, we like the fact that
most people can't say we are exactly like anyone
else.

With comic book magazines barely touching
upon the creative sensibilities of a new
generation of publishers and artist, UVC
Magazine launched with a mission to cover
comic book entertainment in a way unlike any
other publication in existence.

Written by and for the largely underserved
young urban market, we at UVC Magazine
know what makes this 16 to 34 year old comic
book reader tick, and it's not always the typical
"fanboy", bathroom humor brought straight out
of geekland. We know they are the trendsetters,
hang at the hottest underground clubs, and at
the same time go to their local comic book shop
to cop the latest Black Panther title.

Our mission is to provide one of the best
demographic-focused sources for features and
reviews not found anywhere else. From
mainstream to indie, we showcase the most
niche comic books to the most original. We also
cover the most interesting games, technology,
electronic and internet culture, as well as
Anime, Manga and other genres of literature we
know our readers would find interesting in a hip
and upbeat way.

Our Mission
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UVC magazine is an effective marketing tool to
promote your products in an economical way. Our
goal is to expand comics readership; to get more
people interested in comics of all types, and to
make your product priority in getting the visibility
to a young savvy market.

No other source will offer you the exposure that
you deserve, to the best customers at the finest
shops across the U.S. and Canada in a very
affordable and inexpensive manner. Your ad
should be a point-of-purchase ad to encourage
sales in the shops, or to stimulate higher retailer
orders for your business.

We encourage you to advertise in UVC magazine
that will get you double-coverage: The ad itself
and the increased coverage we can give to
products like yours.

Distribution
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UVC MAGAZINE IS DISTRIBUTED MONTHLY

TO SOME OF THE FINEST RETAIL CHAINS NATIONWIDE

Full page VitaminWater ad in UVC Magazine
R



GENDER
MALE:56%

FEMALE: 44%

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME
$58,200

AVERAGE READERSHIP AGE
21-34 years old

EMPLOYMENT
91% OF 16-34 year olds

are employed

Survey provided by: MRI Marketing Research

MEDIAN AGE
25 years old

Demographics

CONTACT INFO:
Ron King, Publisher / Founder

Ron@UVCMag.com
516-481-3639
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ON SALES

FEB 13TH

ARTWORK

JAN 12TH

RESERVE

DEC 23RD

APR 9THMAR 15THFEB 23RD

MAY 15THMAY 8THAPR 7TH

JUL 12THJUL 1STJUN 8TH

SEP 15THSEP 8THAUG 7TH

ISSUE

JAN/FEB

MAR/APR

MAY/JUN

JUL/AUG

SEP/OCT

2007 Calendar

DATEDEADLINEAD SPACE

CONTACT INFO:
Ron King, Publisher / Founder

Ron@UVCMag.com
516-481-3639
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2008 PUBLICATION DEADLINE SCHEDULE

NOV 12THNOV 1STOCT 7THNOV/DEC



Full Page
8.5”x10.5”

1/2 Horizontal
8.5”x5.25”

1/2 Vertical
4.25”x10.5”

1/4 Square Page
4.25”x5.25”

1/3 Horizontal
8.5”x3.5”

1/3 Vertical
2.83”x10.5”

1/4 Horizontal
8.5”x2.625”

1/4 Vertical
2.125”x10.5”

Two Page Spread
10.5”x17”

FULL PAGE OUTSIDE

FULL PAGE INSIDE FRONT

TWO FULL PAGE SPREAD

ONE FULL PAGE

HALF PAGE

THIRD PAGE

FOURTH PAGE

Ad rates & Specs

Premium positions - covers

BACK COVER

& BACK COVER

FORMATS: 300 dpi or better resolution. FULL COLOR TIF, JPEG, EPS OR PDF FILES

$600

$600

$450

$250

$150

$100

$500

$500

$300

$150

$75

$80

$400

$400

$250

$75

$60

$60

$600 $500 $400

1x 4x 8x

BUSINESS CARDS $50 $25 $15



PRODUCTIONS INC.
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RON
KING
60 CLERMONT AVE

516 481 3639
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550

WWW.UVCMAG.COM
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